Your Online Sustainability Management System
What is SHERPA?

Himalayan Sherpas are renowned guides who make it possible for mountaineers to prevail in
the face of the most challenging conditions imaginable, and to succeed in conquering the
highest and most dangerous mountains in the world. In the same way, SHERPA expertly
guides and supports businesses on the challenging & complex journey to achieve true and
lasting resilience, viability & sustainability.
Developed by Blue North Sustainability (www.bluenorth.co.za), SHERPA is an integrated online management system specifically designed to support & empower business owners,
managers and management-teams within agricultural supply-chains, in the development and
implementation of proactive, relevant and impactful sustainability strategies for their
businesses.

… My Strategy, My Sustainability
SHERPA supports a "bottom-up" approach to
sustainability, providing a management system that
can be tailored to fit your business and assist you in
your sustainability journey.

We asked two of Worldwide Fruit’s suppliers to share
some context about their own sustainability strategies
and journeys, and how SHERPA is aligning with and
supporting them in their endeavours…

Worldwide Fruit suppliers & SHERPA
Case study 1: The Fruit Farm Group
The Fruit Farm Group South Africa (TFFG-SA) is a fruit farming and packing
organisation comprising a number of deciduous and subtropical fruit farms
and packhouses across various provinces of South Africa. Their farms are
situated in KwaZulu Natal (KZN), Mpumalanga and Western Cape, and
packhouses in KZN, Western Cape, and Limpopo. TFFG-SA is in the
process of adopting Regenerative Agriculture as a key part of their strategy.
We had conversations with Technical Manager Fred Dupont and General
Manager Athol Currie on their views around SHERPA and SHERPA’s role
within their strategy.

This is what they had to say…
“Benefits of Regen” include:
“Biodiversity”, “Water
quality” & “Water Volume.”

“We also need to look at
the millennials, who are
our future buyers. They
are very much for the
softer
regenerative
sustainable approach. It is
not just [us] who want to
do it, our clients also want
it. There is a whole shift to
this softer approach.”

“Agriculture, probably, is one of the single biggest
factors [causing] climate change, and we need to
change that.”

“We believe that the future
of farming is at stake, our
group recognises that the
health
&
future
sustainability of our farms
will depend strongly on the
health
of
our
soils
including
the
organic
carbon and organic matter
contents.

TFFG-SA’s journey with SHERPA
On the journey towards deepening understanding of sustainability in the business, TFFG-SA
has been working with Blue North since 2016. As suppliers to Worldwide Fruit TGFFG-SA’s
SHERPA implementation now form part of Worldwide Fruit’s global roll-out of SHERPA.

Why SHERPA?
Ø “We wanted something that would allow us to capture our activities, to benchmark
ourselves against our other farms, and other partners within the same industry.”
Ø “Why would we look for alternatives elsewhere when we have readymade solutions in
South Africa.”
Ø “A central tool for us to gather our information and also to plot the way forward, develop
improvement plans, decide where we want to go as a group and that’s why we took it on.”
Ø “What I really appreciated was Dave listened to us and when we had input, he took it to
heart.”

Case study 1: The Fruit Farm Group
Current SHERPA implementation
TFFG-SA has all their business units active in SHERPA including their 6 farms and 6
packhouses. The commodities across the operations include table grapes, top fruit,
avocados and macadamias.
Is there value in having everything together and online?
Ø “I have access to all the sites so at the click of a button I can go in and make
comparisons, look at certain key performance indicators and make comparisons
between our businesses.”
Has SHERPA helped to drive your sustainability agenda?
Ø “The sustainability principles made us focus immediately on those principles, answer
questions against those principles and collect data and run our data against those
principles and it certainly helps us to focus immediately on some key sustainability
issues.”
Ø “SHERPA has given us that measurement [capability], without it we were floundering. It
is a big driver when it comes to achieving our objectives in conservation and sustainable
regenerative agriculture.”
Ø “The guidance notes were critical, and they really put things into perspective for me.”
Has SHERPA helped to communicate your sustainability journey to your clients?
Ø “One of the major drivers for actually doing this is to communicate what we are doing to
our customers”

User experience
SHERPA is a platform designed for its users and is continuously being developed to meet
their needs.
How has your user experience with SHERPA been?
Ø “I can’t complain about the platform, I think it’s really good.”
Ø “It is a very easy platform to work on, very user-friendly.”

Case study 1: The Fruit Farm Group
Output & results
The SHERPA Strategic Assessment employs a qualitative analysis to highlight areas of
relative strengths and weaknesses in the business, while the Performance Indicators
provide quantitative output that measures trends and improvement progress.
What output from SHERPA has brought the most value to you?
Ø “We want to see trends moving in the right direction and not just questions being
answered. I think that is one facet where SHERPA is really strong.”
Ø “SHERPA has allowed TFFG to identify areas of strength and weakness and compare
across farms. Farms can then justify or defend their positions. It creates discussion that
we never used to have before”.

Future with SHERPA
How do you intend using SHERPA going forward?
Ø “I use SHERPA to see where our farms are at, to see where we are at as a group, to
identify weaknesses and areas where we need to improve, it’s a great way to capture
our sustainability activities, our regen activities. Ultimately I would like to use that to
communicate information through to our customers so that we can be seen as
proactive.”
Ø “We are very proud about what we are doing and very happy to work with Blue North
and very happy with what SHERPA can offer us.”
Ø “We use SHERPA as point of difference to advertise to suppliers and customers”.

Bottom-up approach
Do you have any thoughts around the bottom-up approach of SHERPA?
Ø “With the bottom-up approach we are dealing with our own problems, our own data, our
own realities every day. When you are faced with a top down approach, very often it’s
coming from partners that are not directly involved in your business, they don’t see the
reality on the ground, and that’s the difference. It makes absolute sense to work it from
a bottom-up rather than a top down [approach].”
Ø “Absolutely 100% needs to be a bottom-up approach, and if we haven’t got buy-in from
the bottom in the first place, then we’re pretty much wasting our time.”

Case study 1: The Fruit Farm Group
TFFG-SA Assessment Output – Example of the Integrated Systems Map
showing ratings per Dimension and Principle

TFFG-SA Performance Indicator Output – Example of the KPI measuring
Enterprise GHG Emissions over time per business unit.

Worldwide Fruit suppliers & SHERPA
Case study 2: Stems Fruit
Stems Fruit is a specialist stone fruit and fresh fig exporter with their head office based in
Paarl. Stems believe in focussing on quality rather than quantity. This focus is reflected in
their small, strategic grower base (26 growers), that contributes to the multi million carton
export offer they provide annually. Capitalizing on the diversity and micro climates of the
Western Cape Stems has continuity of supply from early to late. The Stems grower group
believe in sustainable production, responsible expansion and financial viability built on
environmentally sound and advanced farming practices. We had conversations with key
people in the Stems Fruit community including; Managing Director Annelie Haumann,
Technical Manager Pierre Rossouw, Due Diligence & Sustainability Manager Lizanne
Rossouw, and Stems grower Emily Wolfaardt of Ceres Cascade Farm.

This is what they had to say…
Why is a sustainable approach to farming important to Ceres
Cascade Farms?
“You need to make sure you are doing everything you can so that you
essentially have longevity out of the land that you are farming with.”

The Stems journey with Blue North & SHERPA
Stems became involved with the Blue North team in 2012 in establishing a “Sustainability
Study Group” that was made up of six growers representing 60% of Stem’s volume, and
guided by Blue North’s - then Excel-based - risk assessment and performance monitoring
processes. The group transitioned onto the online SHERPA platform in 2018 and have
expanded the programme to all 26 of their farms as part of the Worldwide Fruit roll out of
SHERPA - representing Stem’s production.

Why SHERPA?
Ø SHERPA “provides us with a transparent management system that can be tailored to fit our
business and assist us and our growers in our sustainability journey.”
Ø “To create a platform for our growers who are willing to operate transparently which allows
them to share both negative and positive outcomes.”

Case study 2: Stems Fruit
Current SHERPA implementation
The Stems Group currently have 26 business units set up in SHERPA. The primary
commodity for these units is stone fruit..
Aligning with strategy and support
Ø “SHERPA gave us an opportunity to create a platform which allows us to measure our
sustainability.”
Ø “Sustainability is part of our strategy and has allowed communication to be opened up
both in house and between our growers.”
Ø “It helps us focus on all three pillars; economic, social and environmental, and to
continuously discuss.”
Ø “Sustainability is a broad topic, and SHERPA has helped us narrow it down”.
Is there value in having everything together and online?
Ø “Having all the growers answer the same questions in the same format makes it easier
to compare apples with apples. Once you become familiar with the program one builds
confidence in the different sustainability criteria's.”
Ø “It definitely helped to have a structured format and place where everything is stored
together.”
Internal alignment
Ø “It definitely has helped open up the floor for communication within Stems.”
Ø “Sustainability is a broad topic which has been narrowed down by SHERPA giving us a
clear set of parameter to work with.”
Ø “through experience we have recognised that it is a management tool that requires the
involvement of a dedicated team.

User experience
How has your user experience with SHERPA been?
Ø “The use of the tool is quite easy, it’s straightforward, it’s user friendly.”
Ø “I like the fact that I can switch between the business units quite easily.”
Ø “One of the biggest positives is the support from Blue North and the on going
improvements to make SHERPA more user friendly.”

Case study 2: Stems Fruit
Output & results
What output from SHERPA has brought the most value to you?
Ø “The visual way of reporting the information makes it’s a lot easier to understand and
easier to share with customers.”
Ø “The visual report allows us to transparently share information between farms and
customers which in turn helps build trust in our relationship.”

Future with SHERPA
How do you intend on using SHERPA going forward?
Ø “After completion of out export season we can evaluate to see if we have met our targets
and set new targets for the coming season.” – Ceres Cascade Farms.
Ø “[SHERPA] gives us an overview so that we can plan better for the future or explain why
things were the way they were” – Ceres Cascade Farms.
Ø “We plan to further roll out the full assessment within our grower group. The more we
measure the more we know. To be able to highlight the challenges and opportunities will
empower our growers.”

Bottom-up approach
Thoughts around the bottom-up approach of SHERPA?
Ø “We believe that you get a better buy in from everyone involved when it’s a bottom-up
approach. The bottom-up approach creates a more transparent way of working. It also
enables trust between the grower, the exporter and the customer at the end of the day.”
Ø “It makes you feel more confident, you already know the status of your business, you
already know what you are doing and how you are doing it” – Ceres Cascade Farms.
Ø “It gives you more control, you feel more confident about your practices” – Ceres
Cascade Farms.

Case study 2: Stems Fruit
Stems Fruit Assessment Output – Example of the Integrated Systems
Map showing ratings per Dimension and Principle

Stems Fruit Performance Indicator Output – Example of the KPI
measuring Agrochemical-Use Efficiency over time per business unit.
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